You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NIKON MC-20 (OLDER
FILM CAMERAS). You'll find the answers to all your questions on the NIKON MC-20 (OLDER FILM CAMERAS) in the user
manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@By using Adaptor Cord MC-26, the MC-20 can also be connected to a Nikon F70-Series/N70*, F4-Series (other than F4), F-801/ N8008*,
F-801s/N8008s*, F-501/N2020** or F-301/N2000** camera, Nikon Motor Drive MD-4 attached to a Nikon F3-Series camera, or MD-12 attached to an FM2
camera. @@@@Also, when time mode is selected, the shutter opens and the time exposure begins with the first press of the shutter release button, and the
shutter closes and the time exposure is terminated with the second press of the shutter release button. During time mode, the exposure time is displayed on the
LCD panel. * The Nikon N90s, N90, N70, N8008 and N8008s are sold exclusively in the U. Lightly press the shutter release button to turn on the camera?s
meter, then check the exposure information in the camera?s viewfinder. 3. Fully depress shutter release button to take the picture. It is possible to perform
either single-frame or continuous shooting, depending on the film advance mode set on your camera. (For details , see camera?s instruction manual. ) Notes:
1) With an F5, F100, F90X/N90s, F90-Series/N90, F70-Series/ N70, F4-Series, F-801/N8008, F-801s/N8008s, F-501/N2020, D2H, D1-Series or D100 with
the MB-D100 in autofocus mode, pressing the shutter release button activates both the AF lens (to start focus detection) and the exposure meter.
@@@@@@@@When used with MD-12, even light pressure on the MC-20?s shutter release button releases the shutter. ? @@To avoid this, be sure to set
the shutter speed to B or BuLb. @@instead of ?Bulb. ? However, for Long-Time Exposure with the MC-20, do not use ?Time. ? ? ?T? setting on an F4-Series
camera automatically changes the shutter control to manual after 32 seconds, so that time mode shooting cannot be performed with the MC-20.
Make sure to set the shutter speed to B with an F4-Series camera. 2. Press the MC-20?s MODE button to select time mode, or press again to select time mode
with electric beeper. @@The time display begins counting up indicating the exposure time. ? @@@@The counting of the time display stops.
? @@@@@@@@@@? @@? @@? @@To avoid this, be sure to set the shutter speed to B or BuLb. @@instead of ?Bulb. ? However, for Long-Time
Exposure with the MC-20, do not use ?Time. ? 2. Press MC-20?s MODE button to select long-time exposure mode, or press again to select long-time
exposure mode with electric beeper. The exposure time can be set for a maximum of 9 hours 59 minutes and 59 seconds. ? The newest previous time setting is
displayed when the long-time exposure mode is selected. ? Note that exposure duration may depend on the life of the main camera or MC-20?s battery. 4.
Lightly press shutter release button to turn on the camera?s meter, then fully depress to start exposure.
the time display begins counting down. ? @@? @@The exposure stops automatically when the preset time expires. The time display returns to the preset
value. A long beeping sound is emitted at the end of the exposure. @@symbol on the plug aligning with ?? @@To connect to F100, F90X/N90s,
F90-Series/N90, D2H, D1Series or MB-D100 attached to the D100, insert the MC-20 plug with ?D? symbol, aligning ??? mark on the camera, into remote
terminal of the camera, then screw the lock ring onto the plug. (Figure 2) ? Make sure to turn camera?s power switch off when plugging/unplugging the cord
to/from the camera?s remote terminal. To connect to a camera or Motor Drive other than F5, F100, F90X/N90s, F90-Series/N90, D2H, D1-Series or MBD100 attached to the D100, align groove in the MC-26 (optional) plug with the notch inside the remote terminal of the motor drive or camera, then insert
plug and screw the lock ring onto the plug. @@@@ 5 inches Weight: 56g or 2 oz. @@??????? Normal mode Normalbetrieb a a a ?LONG EXP? ??? Longtime exposure mode Langzeitbelichtung a?LONG EXP? ???(???????) a a Long-time exposure mode a a ?TIME???? Time mode Zeitbelichtung a
?TIME????(???????) a Time mode with electric beeper a with electric beeper Langzeitbelichtung mit akustischem Signal a Zeitbelichtung mit akustischem
Signal Notice for customers in the State of California WARNING: Handling the cord on this product will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of
California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. Wash hands after handling.
.
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